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used to extract the slepton masses it is also important to include radiative corrections to the slepton production
cross-sections. While not included in this analysis, work on these corrections is ongoing [4].
Due to the complexity of the process and the large number of Feynman graphs which must be calculated, the
computer algebra package FeynArts [5] was used to calculate helicity amplitudes. These amplitudes were nu-
merically integrated over the allowed phase-space using a multi-channel Monte-Carlo approach with appropriate
phase-space mappings. The Monte-Carlo error was reduced by adaptive weight optimization.




collisions can be seen in Fig. (1).
It is clear that nite width eects and Coulomb rescattering play an important role in the selectron mass
measurement. Also included are the important SUSY backgrounds to these processes, which are seen to be
small and very at over the threshold region, and may therefore be subtracted in a model independent way by
extrapolating from pre-threshold. Consequently, one can expect that the measurement of the selectron pair




collisions will provide a very good determination of the selectron masses. For
other recent simulation studies on selectron pair production see Ref.[6].
Turning our attention to smuon pair production we nd a more diÆcult situation. Here there is no t-channel
process; smuon pair production is mediated by s-channel =Z exchange. The smuons are produced in a P-wave
so the cross-section rises  
3
at threshold, making its measurement more challenging than that of the selectron
production discussed above. For this discussion we restrict ourselves to the production of right-chiral smuon
pairs, which are generally of lower mass than their left-chiral counterparts. For our parameter choice, the





, giving a signature of two muons and missing energy.








































































, to restore gauge in-
variance. It is this extended set of Feynman diagrams which we must consider as the signal from which the
smuon mass is to be extracted. For most practical purposes, this is not a serious concern; one can nd 'good'
gauges (for example the Coulomb gauge) where the eect of these extra diagrams is small. However, for the the-
oretical precision required at a linear collider, these extra contributions cannot be discarded. (Notice that this




collisions due to its t-channel





We calculate the many Feynman diagrams of signal and background and perform their integration over
phase space using the same methods as described for the selectrons above. Standard Model backgrounds have
been examined elsewhere and can be removed with appropriate kinematic cuts [7]. The most important SM








, where the W bosons decay via W ! . This





! (=Z)(=Z) where one (=Z) decays to muons and the other to neutrinos, also contributes a









). These cuts remove
approximately half of the signal.
The MSSM backgrounds are more problematic, since they are large and appear very similar to the signal.










where the heavier neutralino decays to

















































is also important. Z pair
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
cuts








+ =E, indicating the important nominal
thresholds by arrows. (right) The cross-sections for signal and associated SUSY backgrounds near the threshold, after
the missing energy and muon pair invariant mass cuts.
production can also present a SUSY background if the second Z decays to the invisible neutralinos. Finally




! Zh where the Z decays to muons and the Higgs decays to neutralinos. The
contribution of these backgrounds together with the signal is shown in Fig. (2/left). The important thresholds
are indicted by arrows.
These SUSY backgrounds can be removed by cuts on the nal state's kinematic properties in two ways.
Firstly, the cascade decays will lead to increased missing energy in the background processes compared with
the signal. This can be optimally exploited by removing all events with missing energy greater than 0:63
p
s.
















60 GeV in the case considered here). Alternatively, one may observe that the muon energies in the signal










. The background exhibits
much lower muon energies, so can be removed by selecting events with muon energies in a band E

 10
GeV about this nominal threshold. The resulting signal and background after the missing energy and muon
invariant mass cuts have been applied can be seen in Fig. (2/right). Once again, the remaining background is
reasonably at over the threshold region and can be removed by extrapolating from below the threshold. Also
note the importance of non-zero width eects and the Coulomb corrections, where the resulting shift in the
cross-section is comparable to the expected experimental accuracy.
In summary, the rst theoretical steps toward the precise measurement of the selectron and smuon masses at
a linear collider have been taken. It is clear that the measurement of the selectron masses from the selectron pair








collisions. In the former case,
the SUSY backgrounds are found to be very small and easily removed by extrapolation from below threshold.




collisions, where there are large SM and
SUSY backgrounds. However, these backgrounds can be removed by the judicious use of cuts on the nal state
kinematics, allowing the accurate determination of the smuon mass.
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